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"Do people still need Mr. Marriage?" When Mr. Rational asks this deceptively simple question, he has no
idea that it will lead to a public trial of Mr. Marriage, presided over by Mr. Truth and organized by none
other than God Himself. And all of humanity - including you! - is invited to attend. During the trial, you'll
hear testimony about Mr. Marriage from Mr. Past, Mr. Present, and Mr. Future, along with an exciting array
of other witnesses such as Mrs. Woman, who is violently angry about the oppression she has endured in the
name of marriage; Old Man, who will reveal some ugly secrets about the origins of marriage and religion;
Flexihumans, who just want the right to love whomever they choose; Child, who will pass the final judgment
on Mr. Marriage; and other surprise guests. God might even get a word in, if He's lucky! Refreshments and
entertainment will be provided, of course. Join your fellow humans on a fascinating fictional tour of the
history of the institution of marriage that is both humorous and horrifying. Be prepared to challenge your
most deeply held beliefs, and to envision a brighter future for humanity...
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From reader reviews:

Johnny Mosier:

The book Marriageless give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your
capable a lot more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting strain or having big problem
using your subject. If you can make looking at a book Marriageless to get your habit, you can get far more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects. You
are able to know everything if you like wide open and read a guide Marriageless. Kinds of book are several.
It means that, science book or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Janet Speer:

As people who live in often the modest era should be upgrade about what going on or facts even knowledge
to make them keep up with the era which can be always change and progress. Some of you maybe will
update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice in your case but the problems coming to an
individual is you don't know what one you should start with. This Marriageless is our recommendation to
make you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and want in this era.

Sylvia Dozier:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, quick story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not trying Marriageless that give
your satisfaction preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading addiction all over the
world can be said as the way for people to know world far better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be stated constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky person but for all of you who
wants to be success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, you could
pick Marriageless become your personal starter.

Daryl Sanders:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This specific book Marriageless was vibrant and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Marriageless has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until young
adults. For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on there.
Therefore , not at all of book are make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and loosen up. Try to
choose the best book in your case and try to like reading that.
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